Workplace Wellbeing
The ‘Sitting Disease’
How sedentary is the average
person each day?

24

hour day

Sleeping
8 hours

Eating
1 hour

Commuting
1.5 hours

Active or
Standing
3 hours

Sitting
at work
7.5 hours
TV & Leisure
3 hours

We must ALTERNATE between the sitting and standing position

Why not try our HÅG Capisco to get moving?
30 years in the making
1984
Patent

Peter Opsvik 's contribution was
to create a chair that inspired varied
sitting positions. His goal was to
move the human body .

1986
HÅG Capisco
launched

Designed by
Peter Opsvik
“Your next
sitting position
is best”

No one sits as actively as
a rider in the saddle and by
imitating this we can increase
freedom of movement.

Active
Sitting

The Chair
Inspired by
a horse rider’s
saddle and sitting
position

It is important to have an office chair which promotes active sitting.

Top Tips for Staying Healthy at Work
1.

Learn how to adjust your chair
and unlock the tilting function

2.

Keep moving! Sit in as many
positions as you can.

3.

Make sure your chair helps you
to sit upright

8.

4.

Don’t sit or stand all day, you must
alternate between the two

Drink lots of water! And walk to the water
cooler that’s furthest away from your desk

9.

5.

Get up and chat to
your colleagues instead
of emailing them

Set an alert for every 30 minutes to
remind you to check your posture, change
from sitting to standing or to stretch!

6.
7.

10.

Eat well and plan your lunches
New to sit stand? Why not stand for 20 minutes
in the morning while you clear your inbox and
again after lunch?

Take the stairs whenever possible
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